


Ag Arm is a sophisticated and stylish display mounting system for LCD monitors up to 40lbs. Designed 
for integration atop all Innovant furniture products, Ag Arm can also be intelligently specified to prevent 
collisions with adjacent monitor arms and privacy panels on adjustable height desks. Ag Arm’s modular 
parts enable the creation of a broad array of mounting solutions with independent height adjustment 
for each arm.

Technology is rapidly evolving and Innovant’s Ag Arm ensures that investments made today will 
continue to benefit users in the future. The ability to utilize Ag Arm’s interchangeable parts to adapt and 
upgrade mounting arrangements is an integral benefit of the product. At any time, users can choose 
from Innovant’s list of recommended configurations or select from Ag Arm’s various posts, arms and 
accessories to create or modify a workspace display.



Dynamic Displays
Multi-Tier & Multi-Screen

Ag Arm can be configured in two tiers to support 
as many monitors (up to 30”) as can fit within the 
desk footprint.

Adjustment and Alignment
Easy Vertical Modifications

Ag Arm can be adjusted vertically on support 
posts and locked into place with a simple lever.  
Spring-assisted arms add fine-tune positioning of 
monitors to create a perfectly aligned multi-screen 
display.

Controlled Footprint
Anti-Collision Configurations

Developed specifically for deployment in multi-
screen environments, Ag Arm eliminates the 
possibility of collisions with components 
on adjacent adjustable height desks. Using 
a combination of variable arm lengths and 
rotation restrictors, Ag Arm ensures the most 
effective fit and alignment of monitors within 
the footprint of each desktop.

Track Mounting
Easy Horizontal Modifications

Ag Arm posts connect to the accessory 
mounting beam at the back of NEO trading 
desks. Simple thumb screws allow for rapid 
installation and lateral repositioning. Speed of 
installation and relocation is the fastest in the 
trading desk market and the rigidity of the desk 
frame prevents monitor vibration.



From one to eight monitor arrangements, Ag Arm 
provides virtually endless display configurations 
for a truly tailored experience.

The product offers complete user-adjustment 
and positioning of monitors to create the optimal 
ergonomic display.



Visual Spring Tension Gauge

Quick Release MechanismQuick Lock Lever

Beam-Less Worktop Clamp

Ag Arm Features

Advanced Cable Management

Beam Mounting Plate

Power Center Laptop Tray



BlackSilver

Color Options

White

Ag Arm standard finish is silver.  The product is also available in white or black, though 
additional lead time may apply. 

Heavy Duty Arm
The Heavy Duty Ag Arm is a dynamic spring arm 
engineereed to support one to two monitors with a 
combined total weight of 35-40lbs (depending on 
mounting method.)  The Heavy Duty Arm has an 
enhanced dynamic spring and special VESA mount 
capable of managing the weight of heavier monitors.    
Heavy Duty Arms can be mounted on a base with 
clamp, through desk grommet, or on a post.

The Ag Dual Rail is an accessory mounting option 
to the Heavy Duty Ag Arm.  The Dual Rail replaces 
the single monitor VESA mount to provide single 
arm support and adjustment for two monitors up 
to 27” with a combined weight of 35lbs or less.

Dual Rail



Contact

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points.

Sustainability

Modern. Intelligent. Tailored. 

A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly into 
the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s adaptable 
open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and specialty 
furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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Innovant provides advanced, integrated design that supports 
forward looking technology for today’s connected workplace.
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